MATTHEW 25 RESOURCE GUIDE
RESOURCES TO HELP YOUR FAITH COME ALIVE

Matthew 25:31–46 calls all of us to actively engage in the world around
us, so our faith comes alive and we wake up to new possibilities.
Convicted by this passage, the Presbyterian Publishing Corporation, the
organization that operates PC(USA) Store, has accepted the invitation to
become a Matthew 25 organization.
As part of this commitment, we are dedicated to providing books and
resources for churches, groups, and mid-councils who have also accepted
this invitation. In this guide, you’ll find resources that specifically address
your group’s focus area in the Matthew 25 initiative. These include
everything from group study to leadership to books and resources
for children and youth. And even if your group has not officially signed on to be a Matthew 25
organization, the resources in this digital guide allow you to work toward the faithful initiatives of
building congregational vitality, dismantling structural racism, and eradicating systemic poverty.
If you are viewing this on your computer or other device, you can click on any title or cover to
be taken to the product page on PC(USA) Store. Also, look for the dark blue blocks to download
resource samples throughout. You can also email or print this to use for personal research or
with committees.

THE FOCUS AREAS
BUILDING CONGREGATIONAL VITALITY

The resources in this section are intended to build spiritual strength and your capacity for
purposeful mission.

DISMANTLING STRUCTURAL RACISM

The resources in this section allow you to confront deeply ingrained racist systems and structures
in your communities in order to challenge these systems and encourage action.

ERADICATING SYSTEMIC POVERTY

The resources in this section address the lack of access to social goods such as education,
employment, and other measures of dignity, freedom, and participation in communal life.

ADDITIONAL LINKS & RESOURCES
BECOME A MATTHEW 25 CHURCH
BECOME A MATTHEW 25 GROUP
BECOME A MATTHEW 25 MID-COUNCIL

DISCOVER ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FROM
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (U.S.A.)
FIND OTHER MATTHEW 25 ORGANIZATIONS

BUILDING CONGREGATIONAL VITALITY
RE-IMAGINING MISSION

Part-Time Is Plenty

Thriving without Full-Time
Clergy

Neighborhood
Church

Transforming Your
Congregation into a
Powerhouse for Mission

A Bigger Table,
Expanded Edition
with Study Guide

Sailboat Church

Urban Ministry
Reconsidered

John Pavlovitz

Joan S. Gray

R. Drew Smith,
Stephanie C. Boddie, &
Ronald E. Peters, editors

Building Messy, Authentic,
and Hopeful Spiritual
Community

Helping Your Church
Rethink Its Mission and
Practice

Ten Essential
Strategies for
Contexts and Approaches Becoming a
Multiracial
Congregation

G. Jeffrey MacDonald

Krin Van Tatenhove &
Rob Mueller

$22.00 $14.30

$20.00 $13.00

$17.00 $11.05

$16.00 $10.40

$40.00 $26.00

$13.00 $8.45

Churches experiencing
numerical and financial
decline may dread the day
when they can no longer
afford a full-time pastor.
Freeing up funds for a
full-time salary would help,
but is it possible to run
effective ministries with
a part-time professional?
Journalist and part-time
pastor Jeffrey MacDonald
says yes—churches can grow
more vibrant than ever,
tapping into latent energy
and undiscovered gifts,
revitalizing worship, and
engaging in effective ministry
with the community.

Neighborhood Church acts
as a resource to inspire
churches to become a
vibrant and engaging
community partner with the
families and neighborhoods
living around them. Van
Tatenhove and Mueller
believe that, parish by
parish, we can reverse the
trend of congregational
decline. They dare to have
an audacious hope for local
congregations as life-giving
institutions that anchor
their neighborhoods. A
downloadable study guide
and inspiration for a sermon
series are also available.

A Bigger Table invites
readers to envision a church
that is big enough for
everyone, speaking clearly
on issues at the heart of
the Christian community:
LGBT inclusion, gender
equality, racial tensions,
global concerns, and
theological shifts. This
new edition includes a
small-group study guide
and a congregation-wide
sermon series and program
to explore the challenges of
living out the bigger table
when voices of hate and
exclusion seem stronger
and louder than ever.

Is your church a rowboat
or a sailboat? Rowboat
churches depend largely
on human effort. Sailboat
churches hoist sails and
rely on the Holy Spirit
to guide them. Arguing
that churches should be
“sailboats,” Joan S. Gray
encourages readers to shift
concern from the daily,
practical concerns of their
local church to fresh ideas
found using the guidance
of the Holy Spirit. Perfect
for groups to read together,
this book will help leaders
reframe their church’s
mission and practice.

Christian ministries often
struggle to account for
urbanization’s growing
force, complexities, and
reach. Urban Ministry
Reconsidered features
a collection of original
essays by leading scholars
and practitioners that
explore current issues
and challenges in urban
communities. Together,
these articles examine
the degree to which the
social, spiritual, and
organizational priorities of
urban ministries have been
reconceived.

How do churches build
immunity from racial and
ethnic tensions that threaten
to divide rather than unite
congregations? Jacqui
Lewis and John Janka
believe that the answer
lies in the development of
multiracial, multicultural
communities of faith.
Here you will find lessons,
questions for conversation,
and spaces for journaling.
Use the workbook with
your planning team, board
members, lay leaders, and
staff.

ISBN: 9780664265991

ISBN: 9780664264789

ISBN: 9780664264901

ISBN: 9780664259587

ISBN: 9780664263928

ISBN: 9780664263386
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Jacqueline J. Lewis &
John Janka

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

Additional Resources
These books provide insights on how the act of hospitality
can grow your church, an exploration of how rejecting
individualism in favor of community provides a new vision
for the church, and useful spiritual practices to connect
church members. Click on each cover to learn more.

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

BUILDING CONGREGATIONAL VITALITY
STEWARDSHIP RESOURCES

Beyond the Offering
Plate

The Christian Wallet

The Stewardship
Companion

The Big Book
of Presbyterian
Stewardship

The Price of Faith

Giving Together

Adam J. Copeland,
editor

Mike Slaughter, with
Karen Perry Smith

David N. Mosser

Elaine W. Barnett,
Laura S. Gordon, &
Margaret A. Hendrix

Marie T. Cross

Carol A. Wehrheim

$20.00 $13.00

$20.00 $13.00

$30.00 $19.50

$30.00 $19.50

$17.00 $11.05

$17.00 $11.05

Written by ten engaging
pastors, seminary professors,
and church leaders, this
unique resource offers a
diverse and holistic approach
to stewardship. In ten
accessible chapters, readers
will learn how they can
faithfully and practically
discuss and engage with
stewardship on a regular
basis. Ideal for church
leaders, this book includes
questions for reflection
and applications for life
together at the end of each
chapter. Copeland adds a
special section with biblical
references and preaching
themes at the end of the book.

Best-selling author
Mike Slaughter offers a
comprehensive look at how
Christians use their money.
Slaughter explores today’s
culture of consumerism,
asking difficult questions
about morality and money.
The Christian Wallet helps
Christians grapple with
important questions about
stewardship: how we spend,
how we live, how we save,
how we give, and what it
all means. Questions for
individual or group study
are included with each
chapter. For a more in-depth
study, a Stewardship Study
Guide is available as a free
download.

With deep pastoral
sensitivities and solid
biblical knowledge,
veteran pastor and author
David Mosser draws one
Scripture passage from
each week in the threeyear lectionary cycle to
provide a brief reflection
on how that passage
can be used to teach and
preach about stewardship.
Mosser’s inspirational and
motivational reflections
address a variety of issues
related to stewardship,
making this book an
essential resource for
all pastors, worship
leaders, and stewardship
committees.

This book provides
a practical, easy-tounderstand approach
to financial issues that
face a church. With a
comprehensive scope, it
offers a fresh perspective
and fun ideas for people
who may not have any
financial experience.
Most chapters feature
questions for discussion
useful for study by
stewardship committees
or as a planning guide for
stewardship campaigns.
The final section includes
a helpful collection of
inventories, charts, sample
plans, and other practical
resources.

Although stewardship
itself is a word often heard
in the church, money is
rarely discussed in terms
of the ethical decisions
and daily lifestyle choices
we make. The Price of
Faith presents a holistic
definition of stewardship
and examines what money
and wealth mean for us in
our participation in the life
of the church and in our
personal expressions of
faith. This book includes
ten session plans that
will help move adults to
a new understanding of
stewardship.

Carol Wehrheim presents
an accessible resource to
help families understand
the importance of
stewardship. Reminding
us that stewardship
is about much more
than money, Wehrheim
analyzes biblical passages
and identifies spiritual
practices intrinsic to
stewardship as a way
of helping families
respond to their call to
be stewards in today’s
world. Including both a
participant’s section and
a leader’s guide, Giving
Together is ideal for group
or family study.

ISBN: 9780664262358

ISBN: 9780664260293

ISBN: 9780664229931

ISBN: 9780664201570

ISBN: 9780664202164

ISBN: 9780664226893

A Holistic Approach to
Stewardship

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

Spending, Giving, and
Living with a Conscience

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

Lectionary Resources for
Preaching

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

ACCESS A
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Exploring Our Choices
about Money and Wealth

ACCESS A
GOOGLE PREVIEW

A Stewardship Guide for
Families

ACCESS A
GOOGLE PREVIEW

Downloadable Studies
These downloadable studies provide easily accessible resources for church study groups, stewardship
committees, and leaders. Click on each button below to learn more about each study.

“INTRODUCTION TO STEWARDSHIP”
“HOW TO TALK ABOUT STEWARDSHIP”

BUILDING CONGREGATIONAL VITALITY
RESOURCES FOR CHILDREN & YOUTH

Big God Big Questions equips students to employ the study of Scripture,
tradition, and church, to tell their own story as Christian believers in the
context of their local congregational experiences. Based on the findings of
the Confirmation Project, it is focused on preparing youth to authentically
answer the traditional membership questions:
• Trusting in the gracious mercy of God, do you turn from the ways of
sin and renounce evil and its power in the world?
• Who is your Lord and Savior?
• Will you be Christ’s faithful disciple obeying his word and showing
his love?
• Will you devote yourself to the church’s teaching and fellowship, to
the breaking of bread and the prayers?

BROWSE ALL PRODUCTS
LEARN MORE & DOWNLOAD SAMPLES

100 Things Every Child Should Know before Confirmation
A Guide for Parents and Youth Leaders
Rebecca Kirkpatrick
ISBN: 9780664260590
$17.00 $11.05
Many youth arrive at confirmation classes without a basic grasp of key Bible stories or Christian traditions. This book helps to fill that
gap, offering Sunday school teachers, parents, and adult volunteers a compact guide for equipping their youth with knowledge and
understanding of their own faith. It offers an overview of one hundred essential topics that all children growing up in the church should
learn about. Each entry includes suggestions for how educators and parents can explore this item with their children and ideas for
integrating the topic into the child’s overall Christian education. This practical resource helps children think critically about Christian
faith as they begin their confirmation studies, providing the vocabulary and understanding needed to articulate their own theology.

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD AN EXCERPT

Picture Books
These picture books not only help encourage
lifelong faith and church participation in
the children of your congregation, but they
can also be used as part of sermons or adult
studies to help illustrate key concepts of
church vitality. Click on each cover to learn
more.
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AN EXCERPT
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AN EXCERPT

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

DISMANTLING STRUCTURAL RACISM
GROUP STUDIES LEADING TO ACTION

The Purpose Gap

Empowering Communities
of Color to Find Meaning
and Thrive
Patrick B. Reyes

Race in America

Christians Respond to
the Crisis

Good White Racist?

Confronting Your Role in
Racial Injustice

Not Your White
Jesus

Fearless Dialogues

Sheri Faye Rosendahl

Gregory C. Ellison

Following a Radical,
Refugee Messiah

A New Movement for
Justice

No Innocent
Bystanders

Becoming an Ally in the
Struggle for Justice

David Maxwell & Laura
M. Cheifetz, editors

Kerry Connelly

$23.00 $14.95

$17.00 $11.05

$17.00 $11.05

$16.00 $10.40

$17.00 $11.05

$17.00 $11.05

Much of the literature on
leadership tells the story of
heroic individuals creating
their success by their own
efforts. Such stories fail to
recognize the structural
obstacles to thriving faced
by those in marginalized
communities. If young
people in these communities
are to grow up to lead lives
of purpose, others must
help create the conditions to
make that happen. This book
offers advice on creating safe
spaces for failure, nurturing
networks that support
young people of color, and
providing professional
guidance for how to
implement these strategies.

Originally published in
2016 as Race in a Post-Obama
America, this updated
edition offers contributions
from a diverse group of
pastors, professors, and
activists on the history
of racism, the issues of
racism today, and action
plans for moving toward
antiracist work and racial
justice. Updated material
addresses police and police
brutality, the work of Black
Lives Matter, and Black
protests. New chapters
examine racism in relation
to immigration and digital
media. Includes questions
for reflection and discussion.

In Good White Racist?,
Kerry Connelly exposes
the ways white people
participate in, benefit
from, and unknowingly
perpetuate racism—despite
their best “good person”
intentions. It unpacks the
systems that maintain the
status quo, keep white
people comfortable and
complicit, and perpetuate
racism in the United States
and elsewhere. Connelly
shows us that even though
it may not be our fault or
choice to participate in a
racist system, we all do,
and it’s our responsibility
to do something about it.
Download the group study
guide.

As we see oppression and
hate run rampant in our
nation, it’s as if Christianity
has lost sight of the red
letters altogether. Sheri
Faye Rosendahl takes a look
at important social issues in
our society, the responses
of American Christians, and
the true ways behind the
red letters. Not Your White
Jesus addresses the need to
reexamine the true ways of
Jesus that we find clearly
in the red letters, enabling
readers to discover what it
truly means to follow the
ways of Jesus in contrast to
following the ways of the
American Christian elite.

Drawing on all the
community’s collective
voices—from “doctors
to drug dealers”—
Fearless Dialogues is a
groundbreaking program
that seeks real solutions
to problems of chronic
unemployment, violence,
and hopelessness. In
Fearless Dialogues: A New
Movement for Justice,
Ellison makes this same
kind of analysis available
to readers, walking them
through the steps that must
be taken to find common
ground in our divided
communities and then to
implement genuine and
lasting change.

No Innocent Bystanders
looks at the role of allies in
social justice movements
and asks what works,
what doesn’t, and why.
It’s a start-up guide for
spiritual or religious
people who are interested
in working for social
justice but don’t know
how or where to begin.
Discussion questions at the
end of each chapter make
it a highly practical book
for study and leadership
groups.

ISBN: 9780664266707

ISBN: 9780664267209

ISBN: 9780664265748

ISBN: 9780664264161

ISBN: 9780664260651

ISBN: 9780664263386
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Shannon Craigo-Snell &
Christopher J. Doucot

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

Being Reformed
Being Reformed studies are six-session studies featuring
Scripture, prayer, in-depth commentary, and questions
for reflection to provide adults with a foundational
understanding of the Reformed faith. Lessons are enhanced
through the Leader’s Guide, which offers helpful suggestions
and direction for group study.
Being Reformed workbooks are a great way to enrich, equip,
and empower your leaders. Each workbook is a self-contained
unit, allowing anyone to study independently or with a group.
Click on links under each cover to learn more.

PARTICIPANT’S BOOK

PARTICIPANT’S BOOK

LEADER’S GUIDE

LEADER’S GUIDE

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT
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AN EXCERPT

WORKBOOK
CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

DISMANTLING STRUCTURAL RACISM
THEOLOGY & LEADERSHIP

Getting to the
Promised Land

Trauma and Grace,
Second Edition

Microaggressions in
Ministry

Doing Justice in Our
Cities

Mandate to
Difference

Blue Note Preaching
in a Post-Soul World

Kevin W. Cosby

Serene Jones

Cody J. Sanders &
Angela Yarber

Warren R. Copeland

Walter Brueggemann

Otis Moss III

$18.00 $11.70

$27.00 $17.55

$20.00 $13.00

$22.00 $14.30

$22.00 $14.30

$18.00 $11.70

In the stories of Nehemiah
and other biblical leaders,
Kevin Cosby finds
inspiration on how to
rebuild Black America
including the necessity of
government reparations
for American Descendants
of Slavery (ADOS). Cosby
calls all Americans to move
from a place of relative
nonengagement and
detachment to a place of
active support of ADOS’s
efforts for justice and
healing.

This collection from Serene
Jones explores recent work
in the field of trauma studies
and how individual and
collective violence affect
one’s capacity to remember,
to act, and to love; how
violence can challenge
theological understandings
of grace; and even how the
traumatic experience of
Jesus’ death is remembered.
Jones focuses on the longterm effects of collective
violence and the discrete
ways in which grace
and redemption may be
exhibited in each context.

This is the first book that
addresses the concept
of microaggressions in
ministry and church
life. Drawing from their
background as ordained
clergy, Sanders and
Yarber introduce ministry
leaders to the concept
of microaggressions
and look specifically at
microaggressions directed
at race, gender, and
sexuality in the church.

Warren Copeland draws
from his experience of more
than two decades in city
politics and addresses head
on the issue of Christian
ethics in public service.
Throughout, he animates the
discussion with anecdotes
from his tenure in City
Hall, combining examples
of specific ethical issues
in American cities with
theological and ethical
reflection. Then he includes
specific suggestions for
addressing social injustice
in a manner that is true to
Christian faith.

In Mandate to Difference,
renowned theologian
Walter Brueggemann
sets forth a new vision of
the Christian church in
today’s world. Bringing
texts of the Old Testament
to the forefront in light
of our current moment,
Brueggemann offers
insights on themes of social
justice in the Bible and in
the contemporary church.
This biblically based
collection of essays will
inspire your congregation’s
next steps.

Uniquely gifted preacher
Otis Moss III challenges
preachers to preach with
a “Blue Note sensibility,”
which speaks directly to
the tragedies faced by
their congregants without
falling into despair. He
then offers four powerful
sermons that beautifully
and passionately brings
to life biblical characters
that speak to today’s
pressing issues, including
race discrimination and
police brutality, while
maintaining a strong
message of hope.

ISBN: 9780664265458

ISBN: 9780664264772

ISBN: 9780664260576

ISBN: 9780664232290

ISBN: 9780664231217

ISBN: 9780664261603

Black America and the
Unfinished Work of the
Civil Rights Movement
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Theology in a Ruptured
World
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Confronting the Hidden
Violence of Everyday
Church
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AN EXCERPT

Lessons in Public
Policy from America’s
Heartland

CLICK TO DOWNLOAD
AN EXCERPT

An Invitation to the
Contemporary Church
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AN EXCERPT

Finding Hope in an Age
of Despair
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AN EXCERPT

Additional Resources
Click on each cover below to learn more.
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DISMANTLING STRUCTURAL RACISM
CHILDREN & YOUTH

For Beautiful Black
Boys Who Believe in
a Better World

Brian the Brave

Who Is My
Neighbor?

Liberty’s Civil Rights
Road Trip

Crocodile’s Crossing

God’s Big Plan

Michael W. Waters
Keisha Morris, Illus.

Paul Stewart
Jane Porter, Illus.

Amy-Jill Levine & Sandy
Eisenberg Sasso
Denise Turu, Illus.

Michael W. Waters
Nicole Tadgell, Illus.

Yoeri Slegers

Elizabeth F. Caldwell &
Theodore Hiebert
Katie Yamasaki, Illus.

$18.00 $11.70

$17.00 $11.05

$17.00 $11.05

$18.00 $11.70

$17.00 $11.05

$17.00 $11.05

Inspired by real-life events,
this honest, intimate look
at one family’s response to
racism and gun violence
includes a discussion
guide created by the
Muhammad Ali Center
in Louisville, Kentucky, a
multicultural center and
museum committed to
promoting respect, hope,
and understanding. An
extended, downloadable
guide for educators and
families is also available.

Every sheep is different.
Some white, some black.
Some striped, some spotted.
They’re all still sheep, and
they can all play together.
At least that’s what Brian
thinks—until the other
sheep say they can be
friends only with sheep
that are just like them. But
when danger strikes, can
Brian help the sheep come
together? Can Brian the
ordinary become Brian the
Brave? This lively story
will prompt conversations
about friendship, teamwork,
and bias based on race or
language.

Blues and Yellows just
don’t mix, and that’s how
it’s always been. No one
remembers why. But then
comes the day Midnight
Blue takes a tumble along
the road. His friends Navy
and Powder Blue don’t
even stop to help! It’s only
when a Yellow comes along
that everything changes—
forever. This inventive
story is sure to prompt rich
conversations, encouraging
new ways of seeing our
neighbors and ourselves.
A note for parents and
educators is included.

As told through the innocent
view of a child, Liberty’s
Civil Rights Road Trip serves
as an early introduction to
places, people, and events
that transformed history.
The story is inspired by
an actual journey led
by author Michael W.
Waters, bringing together a
multigenerational group to
witness key locations from
the civil rights movement.
An author’s note and more
information about each stop
on Liberty’s trip offer ways
for adults to expand the
conversation with young
readers.

Crocodile’s Crossing:
A Search for Home
introduces children to
the complex topic of
immigration. Featuring
bright artwork packed
with playful details, this
thoughtful tale sensitively
portrays the challenges
faced by refugees and
other newcomers. A
downloadable discussion
guide for parents and
educators is available.

The world is full of so
many different things:
animals, plants, foods,
languages, people. But it
might not have been that
way if it weren’t for God’s
big plan. This vibrant
picture book illuminates a
new understanding of the
story of Babel in Genesis,
revealing God’s plan
for wonderful diversity
throughout the world.
God’s Big Plan includes
a note for parents and
educators. Also available
as a board book.
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A Search for Home

AVAILABLE
OCTOBER 2021
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Curriculum for Youth
These four curriculum units will help
families and educators start conversations
about politics and justice with youth.
Click on each cover to learn more and
download sample sessions by clicking on
the dark blue buttons..

DOWNLOAD A
SAMPLE SESSION

DOWNLOAD A
SAMPLE SESSION

DOWNLOAD A
SAMPLE SESSION

DOWNLOAD A
SAMPLE SESSION

ERADICATING SYSTEMIC POVERTY
GROUP STUDIES LEADING TO ACTION

Building the Good
Life for All

Rogue Saints

Exodus from Hunger Materiality as
We Are Called to Change Resistance

Practicing

the Politics of Hunger

Five Elements for Moral
Action in the Real World

L. Shannon Jung

Jerry Herships

Jerry Herships

David Beckmann

Walter Brueggemann

Kathy Escobar

$18.00 $11.70

$14.00 $9.10

$17.00 $11.05

$18.00 $11.70

$15.00 $9.75

$18.00 $11.70

In Building the Good Life for
All, L. Shannon Jung explores
four strategies for mutual
flourishing: charity, self-help,
cultural value formation,
and government action.
Rather than theorizing on the
causes of people’s poverty,
the chapters demonstrate
how these transformational
strategies work and how
others can participate in
them. Designed to be read
and discussed in seven
sessions, discussion questions
with each chapter help
groups process what they
are learning and how they
can apply these strategies
personally and in their
community.

Pastor Jerry Herships leads
a church-ish community
full of good-hearted
heathens. They may
hate church, but they
love sitting around a
bar talking about what
really matters and doing
some good for their city’s
poorest residents. Herships
takes that experience and
absolves other former
churchgoers of their guilt.
No, you don’t have to go
to church to love and serve
God. Yes, God still loves
you and wants to help you
love the world.

Jerry Herships, former altar
boy who had dreamed of
making it big in show biz,
tended bar to make ends
meet, looking for his big
break. After giving up the
dream and leaving Los
Angeles, he found his way
back to the church and
discovered God calling
him to ministry. Now he
leads AfterHours Denver,
a bar church where people
worship with a whiskey in
their hand and make peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches
to serve Denver’s homeless.
Last Call is a story of finding
yourself, and finding
how God can use you in
unexpected ways.

In this powerful and
hopeful book, David
Beckmann, a leading
anti-hunger activist, looks
at the causes of hunger,
presents case studies of
countries that have made
great strides against it, and
shares stories of people who
are, quite simply, hungry
every day. The problems
can seem overwhelming
but Beckmann lays out a
clear and workable plan for
effectively using political
channels to make great
progress. Download a free
study guide for individual
or group use with this book.

In Materiality as Resistance,
Walter Brueggemann
defines materiality as the
use of the material aspects
of the Christian faith, as
opposed to materialism,
which places possessions
and physical comfort
over spiritual values.
In this concise volume,
Brueggemann lays out
how we as Christians may
reengage our materiality
for the common good. This
book serves as a manifesto
of Walter Brueggemann’s
most important work and
as an engaging call to
action. It is suited for group
or individual study.

In Practicing, Pastor Kathy
Escobar inspires and
challenges readers with
practical encouragement
to live their faith
through real action using
ten transformational
practices, including
listening more, including
the marginalized, and
advocating for justice.
By putting our hearts,
hands, and feet behind
our good intentions, we
can transform our groups,
our communities, and
our world. Extremely
interactive, relational, and
practical, Practicing can be
read alone or processed
together with a group,
church, or class.

ISBN: 9780664263188
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ISBN: 9780664236847

ISBN: 9780664266264

ISBN: 9780664265847

Transforming Income
Inequality in Our
Communities
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Spirituality for
Good-Hearted Heathens
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Last Call

From Serving Drinks to
Serving Jesus
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Changing Yourself to
Change the World
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Talking about
Who Counts
Who Counts? is a creative retelling of three of Jesus’ most
popular parables: the lost sheep, the lost coin, and the prodigal
son. As young readers count to help the characters find what’s
missing, Who Counts? teaches that every one of us counts in
God’s eyes and that everyone should feel counted. This picture
book is available in English, Spanish, and Korean.
Click on each cover to learn more.
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Just Capitalism

A Christian Ethic of
Economic Globalization

The Spirit of Hope

Theology for a World in
Peril

Covenant
Economics

John Calvin
Rediscovered

To Do Justice

A Biblical Vision of Justice
for All

The Impact of His Social
and Economic Thought

A Guide for Progressive
Christians

Justice in a Global
Economy

Strategies for Home,
Community, and World
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Just Capitalism is a
Christian moral defense
of economic globalization
as a system that is wellsuited to provide the
necessary material needs
that are prerequisite
for human community
and flourishing. Globalbased market exchange
offers the development
and distribution of the
goods of creation for
humans to enjoy and
share. Waters argues that
economic globalization,
and thus capitalism, is a
necessary condition for
sustaining human life but
not a sufficient condition
for enabling human
flourishing.

In the twenty-first century,
hope is challenged by
ideologies and global
trends that would deny
hope and even life itself.
Terrorist violence, social
and economic inequality,
and the looming crisis
of climate change all
contribute to a cultural
moment of profound
despair. Moltmann reminds
us that Christian faith has
much to say in response
to a despairing world.
In “the eternal yes of the
living God,” we affirm
the goodness and ongoing
purpose of our fragile
humanity.

The Bible might seem like
the last place one would
look for information and
guidance on economics,
but in fact the Bible
deals with all aspects of
life. Richard Horsley’s
Covenant Economics explores
economic issues in the
Bible, offering pastors,
students, and laity a clearer
understanding of the Bible’s
clarion call for economic
justice for all. Questions for
discussion and suggestions
for further reading are
included in this volume--a
work that will spark lively
conversation.

Having grown out of
a 2004 consultation
sponsored by the John
Knox International
Reformed Center, the
University of Geneva,
and the World Alliance
of Reformed Churches,
the essays in John Calvin
Rediscovered revive the
social and economic
thought of John Calvin,
first exploring Calvin in
his own time and then
turning to Calvin’s global
influence.

Encouraging Christians
to call for public policies
that benefit those most
vulnerable in our nation,
To Do Justice offers tools
for studying complex
domestic social problems
such as Social Security,
immigration, the
environment, and public
education. It serves as a
guidebook to becoming
involved in social action.
With discussion questions
in each chapter, this book
is an excellent resource
for classrooms--both in
colleges and in churches.

By providing tools for
examination and concrete
actions for individuals
and communities, Justice
in a Global Economy
guides readers through
many of today’s complex
societal issues, including
environmental and
economic justice. Beginning
with an introduction to
the impact of economic
globalization, the book
provides both critical
assessments and examples
of those actively working to
transform society. Perfect
for group study, each
chapter concludes with
questions for discussion
and reflection.
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Social Witness Policy Statements

These free, downloadable essays provide comprehensive summaries and explanations of the social witness
policy statements of the Presbyterian Church (U. S. A.). Click each title below to learn more.
A Reformed Understanding of Usury
Globalization
Homelessness
Just and Sustainable Human Development
Pay Equity and Just Compensation
Universal Health Care
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